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SUMMARY01
The second edition of Nature Environment and Wildlife Filmmakers Congress was 

held at the Durban Botanic Gardens, Durban, South Africa between the 16th and 18th of July 2018. 

NEWF creates a path to conservation through film and aims to discover the next generation of African 
nature, environment and wildlife filmmakers.  The NEWF Congress is Africa’s premiere destination for the 

convergence of nature, environment and wildlife filmmakers, scientists, conservationists and
broadcast media.

With an average attendence of 250 delegates per day, NEWF2018 attracted a widespread cross section of 
filmmakers and conservationists. Some of this year’s highlights included key note addresses by 

Dr. Paula Kahumbu, CEO of Wildlife Direct in Kenya, Dr Hector Magome Chairperson of the North West 
Parks Board and Peter Hamilton, Director of DocumentaryBusiness.com.  Other highlights included

presentations by Dustin Renwick (National Geographic), Ludo Dufour (Off The Fence), Bettina Dalton 
(Wildbear Entertainment) a wildlife editing masterclass with S.A.G.E editor Candice Odgers and a Legacy 
Project - the planting of a tree in the Durban Botanics Gardens in honour of Nelson Mandela Day and a 

beach clean-up.  Other highlights included a series of breakfasts, lunches and cocktails made possible by 
our funders and partners. 

In order to (as far as possible) ensure that NEWF 2018 was a “green” event the NEWF delegate badges 
were cut from recyclable cardboard with bamboo lanyards, Instant photos were used for delegate photos, 

and glass water bottles were provided and most importantly no programmes were printed.
The programme was made available through the website and a mobile app.

#NEWF2018

#CONNECTED
BUZZWORD 2018
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MESSAGES 
SUPPORT03 OF

MR. SHADRACK BOKABA
National Film & Video Foundation, Acting CEO

“The NFVF is proud to support the Nature Environment and Wildlife 
Filmmakers Congress for the first time.

Supporting this initiative is part of the NFVF’s focus on ensuring that 
our organisation supports all genres and spheres of the film industry. 

Wildlife is an expensive genre that has many barriers to entry for 
many of our

filmmakers. It is the NFVF’s responsibility to open
opportunities so that all South African filmmakers have an equal 

chance to participate and contribute. The
conversations at this conference are crucial to identifying and 

maximising opportunities as well as finding ways in a South African 
context to transform the genre.

The NFVF is committed to engage and be at the centre of all 
platforms that aim to develop and advance the South African film 

industry”.

“Through its mandate of advancing socio-economic transforma-
tion in KwaZulu-Natal, the Department of Economic Development, 
Tourism and Environmental Affairs, leads policy and strategic initia-
tives to promote development and growth in priority sectors of the 

economy. 
The Nature Environment Wildlife Filmmakers Congress (NEWF) 

therefore lends itself well to the advancement and growth of not 
only the film and television industry but other priority areas of the 
purview of the department as the custodian of biodiversity capital 
as well as tourism on behalf of the Province of KwaZulu Natal. The 

NEWF has cross-cutting capabilities and knock on effects that boost 
the promotion and development of tourism, ICT, conservation and 

environmental management. 
As the Provincial Government of

KwaZulu-Natal,our support for the NEWF
congressdemonstrates our commitment to and 
confidence in the film industry and in particular 
the nature, environment and wildlife genres that 

are an integral part of KwaZulu-Natal’s future plans 
towards not only increasing quality and authentic

African content but for transformation and 
economic growth.”

MR SIHLE ZIKALALA, MPL
MEC, KZN Economic Development, Tourism &

Environmental Affairs
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MR. THEMBINKOSI NGCOBO
Ethekwini Municipality, Head of Parks, Recreation 
& Culture

“The potential of our City’s biodiversity asset is such that it needs 
to be marketed more broadly through the accessible medium of 

film. Nature-based film, especially where there is an opportunity to 
connect and communicate with local conservation experts and
community champions in the field, provides an opportunity to

engage youth and the environmental and the ecotourism sectors in 
positively rebranding our City’s nature reserves, public open spaces 
and unique species diversity as a proud City asset – ultimately mo-
tivating for a greater awareness of and fostering a greater sense of 

care and collective community ownership. The expectation from the 
City is that NEWF develops a new culture of local nature-based film 

and enables a legacy of young filmmakers who emerge from the 
process as passionate conservation advocates”.

“We felt the passion and energy that the organisers of NEWF had 
for the environment and conservation when we met with them in 
2017. This passion and urge to mobilise positive change in this 

sector resonated with the WILDTRUST and partnering with them 
on the congress, a congress that clearly aims to support the 

environmental sector, profile the amazing work being in South 
Africa and empower and uplift young local filmmakers – felt 

like the perfect fit. 
Unbeknown to us when we started on this journey with 

NEWF we were introduced to a production company called 
Off The Fence at the 2017 congress and it sparked the 

beginning of an exciting journey for us as an 
nvironmental NPO to profile our work through a

documentary series “Our Oceans” – set to be released 
internationally in 2019.

The NEWF congress is world class – 
from the level of international industry speakers to 

the quality of films being screened, to the standard 
of upcoming film talent being profiled and nurtured 

through their  NEW PITCH process, 
it is not to be missed.”

DR. ANDREW VENTER

WILDTRUST, CEO
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“What’s important to me as the Patron of NEWF, is that we are 
sharing stories that are related to conservation because I believe 

that it is time that we encourage young and new filmmakers to share 
their own stories through film”.

SIBUSISO VILANE
NEWF Patron

(Adventurer, Writer, Motivational Speaker)



PETER HAMILTON

DR. PAULA KAHUMBU
CEO, Wildlife Direct, Kenya

SPECIAL GUESTS 
KEY NOTES04 & 

where she studied Ecology and Evolutionary Biology and conducted her field research on elephants in
Kenya. Winner of the National Geographic Conservation Leader, a Nat Geo Explorer, winner of the Whitley 

Award and the Princeton in Africa Medal. She is the producer of NTV Wild and NTV Wild Talk which brought 
wildlife to Kenyan audiences for the first time in decades and for the first time shone a light on Kenyan experts 
and conservation heroes as the narrators, reaching audiences of 5 million per week which won her the Tribeca

Disruptive Innovation Award in 2017. She is currently working on a new wildlife TV series for 
African audiences to bring wildlife closer to homes across the continent and allow people to connect to their 

wildlife and nature and inspire them to value and act to conserve it.

notably for Discovery International. Peter is the founder, editor & publisher of DocumentaryBusiness.com, giving 
weekly insider industry analysis to 20,000+ executives and producers worldwide. For the

Smithsonian Channel and BBC, he co-EP’d A SHOT TO SAVE THE WORLD.  Bill Gates features in and funded 
this important film. He was also Development Executive for the BBC’s GREAT BARRIER REEF with David

Attenborough. Peter served as an executive for CBS International. 

Consultant & Director DocumentaryBusiness.com, USA

Dr. Paula Kahumbu is the CEO of Kenyan Conservation organization Wildlife
Direct which spearheaded the hard hitting Hands Off Our Elephants public awareness 

campaign to address the elephant poaching crisis by mobilizing the Kenyan public and 
leadership to action. She has a PhD from Princeton University

Peter Hamilton is a senior consultant who specializes in business development 
for the documentary and unscripted video industry. His clients have included NBC, 

Global Canal+, National Geographic Channels, BBC, the Rockefeller Foundations, and
Singapore’s IMDA. He has planned and helped launch dozens of channels, 

DR. HECTOR MAGOME

includes a BSc in Education, BSc Honours, MSc and Masters in Ecology, two thesis from South African and
International Universities specialising in Conservation Management and a number of publications. 

Dr. Hector Magome currently serves as a board member and chairperson of the 
Conservation subcommittees of the North West Parks Board and the 

Mpumalanga Tourism and Parks State Entities. His career history within nature
conservation, environment and development go as far back as 30 years. He was involved 
in pioneering the translocation of the first state-owned white rhinos within South Africa, 

Botswana, Southern Africa, and abroad. Dr. Magome’s academic record

Chairperson of the Conservation Sub-Committee , North West 
Parks Board, South Africa



continued. 

Before joining Off the Fence, in March 2011, Ludo spent 5 years in London, where he worked in communications, 
international programme sales and social responsibility for MTV Networks International (Now Viacom Media Net-

works International). A French-native, he graduated from the
European Business School in Lyon (France) with a master’s degree in international business development.

LUDO DUFOUR
Director of Sales & Co-Productions, Off The Fence, NTL

Ludo manages the Sales, Marketing, Business Affairs and Acquisitions
departments at Off The Fence. He is responsible for linear and VOD content sales, 
channel carriage deals, and production-financing globally, with direct focus on USA. 

SPECIAL GUESTS 
KEY NOTES04 & 

DUSTIN RENWICK
Programme Officer for Storytelling Grants, NatGeo Society

Protection Agency, where he helped coordinate citizen science initiatives across the federal government. 

Dustin Renwick is the program officer for storytelling grants at the National Geo-
graphic Society. He helps potential applicants shape project ideas, and he provides 

initial reviews for all storytelling grant submissions. Renwick previously served as the 
communication lead for the innovation team at the U.S. Environmental

BETTINA DALTON
Executive Director, Wildbear Entertainment, Australia

and international broadcasters including Nine, ZDF, Arte, NDR, BBC, PBS, National Geographic, Discovery, and 
more. Bettina’s projects include We Love Nature (2017, Blue Ant), Dino Bird (2017, National Geographic), Boss 

Croc (2016, National Geographic), Borneo’s Secret Kingdom (2016, National Geographic), Big Red (2014, 
National Geographic), Wild Australia (2014, ZDF, NDR, National Geographic), Hanging Australia (2014,

Nine Network) and The Coral Triangle (2013, ZDF/Arte, Discovery Asia). 

Bettina Dalton is the award-winning Executive Producer and Principal of WildBear 
Entertainment. Prior to WildBear, Bettina was Managing Director of WildFury and 

owner of the stock footage company, Content Mint. While her first passion is natural 
history, Bettina has produced and directed diverse genres of content for Australian



continued. 

and vulnerability of wild environments through his work. Jahawi has directed and filmed documentaries from 
the Masai Mara reserve, the remote northern coast of Kenya to the Galapagos Islands in Ecuador. He has done 
films for CORDIO East Africa and the IUCN, The Lamu Marine Conservation Trust; which aired at the Smithso-

nian Folklore Festival and selected scenes and photography were displayed in the Museum of Natural History in 
Washington. As a wildlife cameraman Jahawi has worked on the National Geographic Safari Live: Big Cat Week 
Special 2017, Wildlife Quest II (Soon to air on National Geographic and Netflix) and filmed three of the Swedish 

Intros for the airing of Blue Planet II on Sweden National television.

JAHAWI BERTOLLI
Africa Underwater,  Director & Cinematographer, Kenya

Jahawi Bertolli is a young and talented natural history film maker and photogra-
pher from Kenya specialising in wildlife and the underwater world. Growing up in 

Kenya, spending a lot of time both on the beach or out in the bush, Jahawi nurtured a 
deep curiosity and love for the natural world and strives to portray the beauty, power

SPECIAL GUESTS 
KEY NOTES04 & 

LISA SAMFORD
Executive Director, Jackson Hole WILD, USA

author Wallace Stegner, conservation pioneer Mardy Murie, and His Holiness the Dalai Lama.  Joining the ranks 
of the urban refugee, Samford returned to her native Wyoming to raise her son with paleontologist Wallace

Ulrich. Executive Director of the internationally renowned Jackson Hole Wildlife Film Festival since 2002,
Samford holds a BS and MA degrees in Communication.

Lisa Samford left a career in journalism to become a documentary filmmaker, 
specializing in difficult and remote expedition projects.  She has filmed across five

continents on a diverse collection of projects exploring topics ranging from violent 
crime, espionage, and ethnographic/scientific exploration to intimate portraits of 

LUWI NGULUKA
Awareness Manager, Wildlife Crime Prevention, Zambia

to tackle the illegal bushmeat trade — a devastating threat to carnivore and prey species across the continent.

Passionate about inclusivity and diversity in the conservation landscape Luwi Nguluka 
attributes her passion for wildlife to her childhood in the Okavango Delta.

Representing the next generation of conservationists in Zambia, she leads the
innovative “This is not Game” bushmeat campaign launched by Wildlife Crime Prevention
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HILARY SPARROW
Executive Communications, Microsoft XBOX, USA

Hilary helmed key initiatives at Vulcan, managing the production, marketing, strategy, outreach, and impact of 
film and television projects. Projects that Sparrow spearheaded for the company include the feature

documentaries Racing Extinction, Girl Rising, and Naledi; and television programs such as National Geographic 
Wild’s Minds of Giants and the three-part PBS series This Emotional Life; and Success at the Core. Sparrow’s

projects have won numerous awards and nominations including an Oscar nomination, two News and
Documentary Emmys, Tellys, and Webbys, among others.

DAVID CORNWALL
Managing Director, Scorpion TV, UK

SEYA FUNDAFUNDA
Filmmaker & Recording Artist, June Bug Media, Zambia

Hilary Sparrow leads executive communications for the Head of Xbox, Phil Spencer. 
Prior to joining Microsoft, Sparrow worked as a Senior Supervising Producer at Vulcan 

Productions. Vulcan Productions develops and produces feature films, television series, 
specials, and digital content designed to inspire people to take action on critical issues.

With a decade of experience in programme sales the Managing Director of 
Scorpion TV,  David Cornwall, has worked with clients ranging from the BBC, 

Channel 4, NBC USA, CBC Canada, Discovery, Nat Geo, NTV Japan and
TV4 Sweden.

Her recent work include production manager for Zambezi Magic’s hit telenovela Zuba as well as set up her 
own media and events company, June Bug, where she plans on producing film content that will help change 

Africa’s narrative. She is passionate about the potential of young people of Africa, seeing Africans solve
African problems.

Seya Fundafunda is a young Zambian filmmaker and recording artist whose film 
achievements include amongst others, 2nd gaffer for award winning film Suwi (the first 

co-production between Zambia and Finland 2008), as well as writing and directing the 
short film Kayemba in 2010.

SPECIAL GUESTS 
KEY NOTES04 & 
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KARL AMMANN
Investigative Undercover Journalist & Filmmaker, Kenya

He started concentrating on the demand end after realizing that the knowledge base at the supply end was a 
lot more in depth than in the context of demand. This required pioneering some new investigative techniques 

including infiltration of networks via local operatives.

Karl Ammann has lived in Kenya for 40 years and been actively involved in a wide 
range of conservation and eco tourism projects.  In the last few years he has

concentrated on investigating, using some of the new digital equipment in the market, 
a range of wildlife trafficking a hotspots covering the illegal trade in a range of species 

from elephants to apes. 

AFRICA

South Africa

Mozambique

Netherlands

Jackson Hole
New York

Washington

Zambia

Kenya

London

Sydney

EUROPE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

UNITED KINGDOM

AUSTRALIA

SPECIAL GUESTS 
KEY NOTES04 & 

ENGAGE. CONNECT. NETWORK. CONTRIBUTE
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The aim of these discussions would be to create dialogue around topical issues pertaining to the 
natural, environmental and wildlife filmmaking landscape. This platform also endeavours to keep 
filmmakers abreast with trends and innovations throughout the production value chain, integral 

to the successful delivery on content within the industry.

What are they looking for and what to them makes for engaging viewing?  These sessions are 
designed for Funders, Broadcasters and Distributors to inform filmmakers/content creators as 
to what they are looking for when they fund, commission and/or broadcast natural history and 
environmental content.  Although relevant submission guidelines will be outlined, broadcasters 
may benchmark their most successful programming and filmmakers constructively engage with 

the panel for solutions to meet broadcasters’ needs beyond their technical criteria.

Often scientists are so focused in their field of study and conservationists are consumed with 
efforts to save wildlife and resources that they are usually unaware of how fascinating their work 
actually is. Conversely a major challenge for filmmakers is access to story coupled with credible 
scientific data to support these stories. The NEWF Congress becomes a platform for scientists 

and conservationists to present their fields of work potentially creating new perspectives for the 
development of natural history and environmental content.

These sessions are designed to excite and stimulate both seasoned and aspiring filmmakers 
alike by providing seminars presented by an industry expert/filmmaker on a particular film and/
or topic.  The aim is to impart knowledge and give participants an opportunity to engage with 

presenter/s on specific thematic, technical or operational aspects of the particular
film/filmmaking expertise.

Designed to enhanced a particular skill required to excel in the nature, environment and wilflife 
filmmaking landscape.  Masterclasses are an opportunity to pick-the-brains of a seasoned

professional, learn some tricks, grow your skills and become a master at the craft.

Under The Baobab Tree

Beyond the Technical:  Funding & Distribution

New Perspectives:  Scientist Tell Your Story

Case Study

MasterClass



Speakers & Panelists

ANDREW PARKER
Director:  Conservation

Development Unit
African Parks

DOM GUMEDE
Chief Creative Officer

Clive Morris
Productions

GRANT BROKENSHA
Cinematographer

The Bigger Picture
Films

SILO SITHOLE
Safety Officer/

Film & TV Liaison
Hart Media

PIETER NEL
Acting Chief

Conservation Officer
North West Parks

Board

LEO MANNE
Senior Vice President

Trace TV

JOASH MOONSAMY
Managing Director

Hart Media

DALE HANCOCK
Cinematographer

Earth Touch

PETER LAMBERTI
Cinematographer

Lion Mountain Media
Aquavision



Award winning Unearthed filmmaker, dubbed as a “next generation Erin 
Brokovich”, Jolynn Minnaar is a dynamic, powerful young woman working on various 

important South African projects.  After graduating with distinction from the University 
of Cape Town with a triple major BA degree in Film, Media and Media Production, Jolynn 

specialised in cinematography and editing at AFDA, the South African School of Motion Pic-
ture Medium and Live Performance.  Jolynn works as a director, photographer and

cinematographer as well as communications strategist in the local film and media industry.

Milly Takalani Mulaudzi is an award winning Producer and the Executive Producer 
of Tshedza Media. With a Bachelor of Arts majoring in Psychology and Sociology from 
the University of Pretoria, Takalani was drawn to the television industry quite early in her 

career path and ever since she has been hooked on telling stories. 
Since 2012 Tshedza Media has produced several documentary series that cover 

various topics like youth art forms (such as the SAFTA winning Best Youth 
Programme – 100% Youth, Freedom Is Not Free – a political documentary series that unpacks the 

flaws of democracy and an SABC 1 presenter-driven travel show “Come Again”.) 

JOLYNN MINNAAR
Director, Cinematograpger, Photographer

TAKALANI MULAUDZI
Producer, Tshedza Media Owner

Noel Kok is a director, creative and storyteller who has a passion for natural 
history and African conservation stories. Determined to transform the industry, Noel 

has a keen interest in developing emerging filmmakers and creating opportunities and
unlocking barriers to entry.

NOEL KOK
Filmmaker, NEWF Programmes Director

Programme Moderators

Writer, Creative Director, Producer, 1000 Hugs Films

Yolanda Mogatusi is a witty scriptwriter, director and producer. A passionate leader 
at heart, very much one “for the people!”.  She is a visionary storyteller and entrepre-

neur, her stories have taken her from the mediums of film and television to stage and 
she continues to explore new genres in factual content, multi-disciplinary works and now 

animation.

YOLANDA MOGATUSI



Registration

Lunch

Opening Night Film, Fashion Show & Cocktail

NEWF Opening - Media & Stakeholder Breakfast

NEWF 2018 Highlights

Key Note Address by Dr. Paula Kahumbu

The Documentary Economy in Revolutionary Times

Becoming Visible

Nat Geo Storytelling

North West Parks

Beyond The Technical with Off The Fence

The N.E.W Pitch

My Octopus Teacher

Impact Filmmaking Driving Social Change

ALL DAY

07.30 - 08:30

08.30 - 08:50

09.00 - 09:45

09.50 - 10:35

10.40 - 11:20

11:25 - 12:05

12:10 - 12:55

13:00 - 14:00

14:00 - 15:00

15:05 - 15:55

16:00 - 16:40

16:45 - 17:30

18:00

Speaker:  Peter Hamilton   I   Moderator:   Yolanda Mogatusi
Peter Hamilton analyses today’s trends in television viewing and predicts tomorrow’s key success factors.

Speaker:  Dr. Paula Kahumbu   I   Moderator:   Yolanda Mogatusi
Dr. Paula Kahumbu delivers a “state of the continent conservation address” and highlights the role of film and television 
as a tool to promote African conservation action. 

Speakers:  Janet Solomon and Dr. Jennifer Olbers   I   Moderator:   Jolynn Minnaar
A multi-screen environmental documentary that explores the pressing issue of offshore oil and gas development off the 
South African coastline and its consequence to our marine life. 

Speakers:  Dustin Renwick   I   Moderator:   Takalani Mulaudzi
Learn how you can apply for a National Geographic grant and join the global community of explorers whose media 
projects demonstrate the power of science and exploration to change the world.

Speakers:  Dr. Hector Magome, Pieter Nel, Johnson Moaka, Patricia Malohe  I   Moderator:   Yolanda Mogatusi
North West Parks Board highlights their conservation initiatives and invites filmmakers to use their parks as the canvas for 
their next nature, environment and wildlife project.

Speakers:  Ludo Dufour  I   Moderator:   Takalani Mulaudzi
Ludo Dufour, Managing Director of Sales & Co-Productions describes the processes of production financing strategies, 
exclusive distribution agreements and localising content services that are involved in making your project a success. 

Speakers:  Philippa Ehrlich  I   Moderator:   Yolanda Mogatusi
Philippa Ehrlich shares her experiences as a filmmaker on Craig Foster’s “My Octopus Teacher” and she speaks about how 
powerful it has been to become fully immersed in the kelp forest environment on a daily basis.

Speakers:  Hilary Sparrow, Dr. Paula Kahumbu, Lisa Samford  I   Moderator:   Jolynn Minnaar
Impact campaigns have become an integral part of the marketing and distribution strategies of a film.
We learn from the experts on how to extend the life of our films in order to create a path to conservation.

Creating a Path to Conservation Through Film  I  www.newf.co.za

DURBAN BOTANIC GARDENS

#NEWF2018

MONDAY, 16 JULY



DURBAN BOTANIC GARDENS

Registration

Lunch

Beach Clean-Up

NFVF Breakfast - Key Note Address by Dr Hector Magome

Creating Content for an International vs Local Market

SAFTA 12 Winner:  King of the Mountain Baboons

Wildlife Editing Masterclass with Candice Odgers

What’s Missing in The Rhino Story?

Connecting Africa’s Networks

Exploring Africa’s Coastline

The N.E.W Pitch

ALL DAY

07.30 - 08:30

09.00 - 09:45

09.50 - 10:25

10.00 - 13:00

10:30- 11:15

11:20 - 12:05

13:00 - 14:00

14:00 - 15:15

15:20 - 16:00

16:30 - 17:15

KZNFC hosted N.E.W Pitch 2017 Winners Film Premiere & Cocktail 17:15

Speaker:  Graeme Duane, Julie King, Dale Hancock   I   Moderator:   Takalani Mulaudzi
Produced for National Geographic and Smithsonian Channel, this film tells the story of One male’s power is being 
challenged by a handsome young Turk.

Speaker:  Dr. Paula Kahumbu, Thando Shozi-Malanga,  Dom Gumede, David Cornwall, Graeme Duane and
Peter Lamberti I   Moderator:   Takalani Mulaudzi
Create for local or impact global - A common dilemma faced by natural history and conservation filmmakers.

Limited Spaces Availabe
An all round look into putting natural history films together.  Are you ready? Lets make a wildlife documentary! 

“What makes us human and what dehumanizes us” for indeed we are complicated, how nature makes us human again.

Speakers:  Guilhelme Chirinda, Papucides Ntela, Vusi Tshabalala, Nelisiwe Vundla  
Moderator:   Jolynn Minnaar
During this session, conservation practitioners, who work closely with Mozambican and South African communities affect-
ed by the illegal wildlife trade and the crime syndicates that drive it, share their thoughts, experiences.

Speakers:  Seya Fundafunda, Dr. Paula Kahumbu, Jackie Motsepe, Pieter Nel, Leo Manne   I   
Moderator:   Yolanda Mogatusi
A Panel aimed at connecting African networks between filmmakers, conservationists and popular culture mediums on 
the continent in order to tell African stories from unique African perspectives.

Julie Laurenz in Conversation with Karl Ammann12:10 - 12:55
Speakers:  Julie Laurenz and Karl Ammann
Julie Laurenz (SAFTA 12 Current Affairs Winner) in conversation with Karl Ammann on undercover and investigative 
filmmaking. 

Speakers:  Jahawi Bertolli, Jason Boswell, Philippa Ehrlich, Moses Tau   I   Moderator:   Jolynn Minnaar
With approximately 30 500 kms of coastline Africa offers an abundance of marine life.  We explore the processes of 
underwater filmmaking, consider the barriers of entry for young African filmmakers and learn from the experts.                             

#NEWF2018

TUESDAY, 17 JULY

Creating a Path to Conservation Through Film  I  www.newf.co.za



DURBAN BOTANIC GARDENS

Registration

Lunch

NEWF Closing Night Awards & Cocktail
Made Possible by Grindrod & WILDTRUST

A Transformative Debate

Sisters of The Wilderness

Beyond The Technical with WildBear Entertainment

The Future of African Conservation Leaders

Restoring Africa’s Pride

Edge of Existence

Drone Dilemma

Our Oceans - From Science to Film

ALL DAY

09.00 - 09:45

15:25 - 16:15

11:20 - 12:05

10:35- 11:15

12:10 - 12:55

13:00 - 14:00

14:05 - 14:45

Drone Demo at Umphafa 13:30 - 14:00

14:50 - 15:20

09:50 - 10:30

18:00

Speaker:  Karin Slater, Ronit Shapiro   I   Moderator:   Jolynn Minnaar
The film follows five young women as they venture into the iMfolozi wilderness for the first time in their lives, on a journey of 
healing and transformation. 

Moderators:   Yolanda Mogatusi, Jolynn Minnaar and Takalani Mulaudzi
A floor debate focusing on transformation in the N.E.W filmmaking landscape.

Speakers:  Bettina Dalton   I   Moderator:   Takalani Mulaudzi
Bettina Dalton, Executive Director of Wildbear Entertainment, one of Australia’s leading factual content production 
companies, explains how we can capitilise on South Africa’s long standing co-production treaty with Australia. 

Speakers:  Tembisa Jordaan, Samukelisiwe Mnguni, Luwi Nguluka, Phindile Xulu  I   Moderator:   Yolanda Mogatusi
The combined impacts of colonialism and Apartheid has created the widespread perception that conservation is a 
“white thing”. Can we change it?

Speakers:  Luwi Nguluka, Lauren Van Nijkerk, James Suter , Graeme Duane  I   Moderator:   Dr. Andrew Venter
This panel session looks into how film and digital media is being used to promote and enable African lion conservation 
efforts.

Speakers: James Suter, Oli Caldow  I   Moderator:   Yolanda Mogatusi
Black Bean Productions has set out to uncover the untold story of human wildlife conflict in Africa. 

Speakers:  Mr. B, Silo Sithole   I   Moderator:   Takalani Mulaudzi
Drones are tipped to revolutionise the art of filmmaking but with concerns about safety & privacy, are they an accident 
waiting to happen?  

Speakers:  Dr. Jean Harris,  Lauren Van Nijkerk, Jason Boswell, Moses Tau, Ludo Dufour   I   Moderator:   Dr. Andrew Venter
Birthed at NEWF2017 - Our Oceans profiles marine expeditions by sceintists and Ocean Stewards, raising awareness and 
knowledge about KwaZulu-Natal’s spectacular marine ecosystems.

#NEWF2018

WEDNESDAY, 18 JULY

One on One with 50 I 5009:00 - 11:30
Meet the 50I50 team, introduce yourself, pitch your idea and find out the guidelines to produce content for the longest 
running wildlife programme on South African TV. 

Creating a Path to Conservation Through Film  I  www.newf.co.za
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WILDLIFE06
EDITING MASTERCLASS

CANDICE ODGERS
Mutli-Award Winning S.A.G.E Editor, The Bigger Picture Films

The beginning, middle and end of working in the cutting room. The wild ride that comes with editing wildlife. Where 
to begin once you are presented with hundreds and sometimes thousands of hours of footage. Finding the story, 

developing the story, telling the story. Navigating the confusing meta data deliverables as well as the shooting specs 
and understanding broadcaster deliverables. Cutting to clock vs seamless delivery. Putting it all into cohesive

understanding. Dealing with music, natural sound and audio.  Working in the cutting room with Directors, Producers, 
Writers, Sound Mixers and Executive Producers. An all round look into putting natural history films together.

Are you ready? Lets make a wildlife documentary!

Candice has dedicated most of her career in Post Production to the Wildlife Genre. 
Having a deep passion for wildlife and the preservation of the planets great wilder-
ness’ means she has been fortunate to have found her passion and niche. She has 

been granted the esteemed honour of being awarded the SAGE acronym. 

The use of the S.A.G.E. acronym indicates peer recognition of excellence in the field of editing. It is the highest
honour that SAGE (The South African Guild of Editors) can bestow on an editor.  She has been recognized both in 

South Africa as well as internationally for various awards.  Over the past 14 years she has not only worked on over 21 
films but delivered them to some of the finest broadcasters in the world, namely National Geographic, PBS Nature, 

Animal Planet, Terra Mater Factual Studios, Discovery Channel, Channel Five, ZDF and Canal Plus to name but a few.

with

Set in the beautiful backdrop of the Butterfly Dome at the Durban Botanic Gardens, the choice of
venue for this hugely beneficial intimate masterclass could not have been better to inspire creative 

thinking and in order to understand the mountain that is editing wildlife.



MY AFRICA07
VIRTUAL REALITY EXPERIENCE

Brought to NEWF by Conservation International and 
Microsoft XBOX, this Award-Winning Virtual Reality 

experience captivated viewers.  The VR experience was 
open to the public.

Viewers were transported to an elephant sanctuary in 
Kenya, where a community is reknitting the bonds that 

have long enabled people and wildlife to co-exist.
“My Africa” is an Award-winning VR film narrated by 

Academy Award-winning actress Lupita Nyong’o!



N.E.W PITCH 08
Documentary Short Pitching Competition   

The

The N.E.W Pitch is a category of the NEWF Development 
Fund, dedicated to DISCOVERING THE NEXT GENERATION 

OF NATURE, ENVIRONMENT & WILDLIFE FILMMAKERS 
and targeted towards emerging and student filmmakers in order 
to provide them with pitching experience and the opportunity 
to win a production grant to produce a short documentary film. 

Proposals are entered from which 8 finalist filmmakers are 
selected to pitch in the N.E.W Pitch programme during the

Congress before a judging panel. Four winners are chosen to
receive a production grant of R 50 000 each to produce their 

short documentary.

The aim is to pitch engaging, innovative and inspirational natu-
ral history, environmental, conservation and adventure stories.  
The winning filmmakers will be required to produce their short 

films within a year and will have access to mentorship
opportunities conducted by industry professionals during this 

period. Importantly, the objective is to provide these emerging 
filmmakers with the necessary skills-set to produce documentary 

shorts, features and series.  
 

A call for submissions detailing specific guidelines was
publicised prior to the hosting of the congress.

There was a significant increase in the number of projects submitted for consideration when comparing 
the 2017 and 2018 competition.  This included submissions from outside of South Africa.

Due to this the NEWF team elected to allow 9 young filmmakers to pitch their projects at NEWF, which 
included an entry from Botswana.

Emily Cross    I   Project:  Part of The Pack
Jessica Singh   I   Project:  Epic Encounters

Brian Khawula   I   Project:  uMelusi
Liana Hassim   I   Project:  Vida

Londiwe Shange  I   Project:  Toxic Relations
Myles Arendse   I   Project:  The Eco Brick
Tessa Barlin  I   Project:  Becoming One

Tumo Maokisa   I   Project:  When We Worked Away
Surprise Matlaila   I   Project:  Silent Victims

The finalists were each given 15 minutes (incl. Q & A) to pitch their project before a judging panel.

N.E.W Pitch Finalists 2018



Workshop

Based on the feedback recieved in 2017 and identifying the need to prepare the N.E.W Pitch finalists before
pitching live, a Pitching Workshop was conducted for the finalists with industry experts prior to the NEWF Congress.  

The workshop was attended by all 9 finalists.  The industry experts who conducted the workshop were Peter Hamilton 
(DocumentaryBusiness.com), Dustin Renwick (Programme Officer for Storytelling Grants, National Geographic) and 

Yolanda Mogatusi (Producer).  Each facilitator provided insight from their particular perspective on how best to
improve the finalists pitching skills in preparation for the live pitch.

The finalists found the worshop extremely beneficial.



Yolanda Olwethu Ncokotwana is the Production & Development Manager of
Documentaries at the National Film and Video Foundation. This entails ensuring that 

all documentary projects in development and production are monitored, evaluated, 
completed and distributed.  Prior to her current position at the NFVF she was an Assistant  

Commissioning Editor and further promoted to Commissioning Editor at the SABC for over 
4 years.

Thando Shozi has 22 years of experience and strengths that encompass team
leadership in programme making from idea through production to screen. Quick at 

grasping new ideas and concepts, she has been key in developing the SABC’s factual 
strategy; innovative programming and creative content solutions. Currently, she is the Head of 
Genre (factual) at the SABC, managing the team of Commissioning Editors who deliver content to 
SABC platforms and is responsible for driving the unit strategy in line with public broadcasting service 

mandates.

YOLANDA NCOKOTWANA
Production & Development Manager, NFVF

THANDO SHOZI-MALANGA
Head of Factual, SABC

N.E.W Pitch Judges



N.E.W Pitch Judges continued.

Executive Director, Jackson Hole WILD

Since 2012 Lisa Samford has been the Executive Director of the Jackson Hole
Wildlife Film Festival and Conservation Summit (JHWFF).  The JHWFF is the oldest 

running wildlife film festival in the US and second largest in the world.  Samford is also 
the creator of the Science Media Awards and Summit (SMASH).  The JHWFF and SMASH are 

hosted by Jackson Hole WILD and take place in alternate years.  

LISA SAMFORD

ZIYANDA MACINGWANE
Production and Development Analyst, KZNFC

Marketing Manager, Grindrod Bank

Sarah attended the University of Cape Town; completing her Bachelors in Media & 
Writing in 2004. It was during this time that Sarah realised the power of film as a

medium to reach an audience; create awareness; and educate people about any
number of issues.  Her love of academics and tertiary study was what encouraged Sarah to 

go on and to achieve an LLB (UCT) and later an MBA (Unisa). Sarah continues to further her 
educate through various courses and training programmes. She is also a part-time lecturer at 

VEGA School, lecturing courses on brand building.  In 2013, she joined the Grindrod Bank family.  
Sarah has always had an interest in conservation, participating in various environmental fundraising 
initiatives over the years. However, it has been during her time at Grindrod Bank, and through the

continued relationship with Wildlands Trust, that her interest has turned into a passion.

SARAH FREESTONE

Ziyanda began her career as a freelancer with various production houses in
Johannesburg, South Africa and has worked on a variety of television shows,
commercials, dramas, and wildlife documentaries.  During her time at Wild Dog

Productions she worked on the projects Wild Dogs & Wolves, Addo Elephant National 
Park and Chobe National Park, amongst others.  She also owned her own production

company for 5 years. She eventually focused on corporate related films as both creative and 
line producer. She is currently buried under scripts at the KwaZulu-Natal Film Commission as a

Production Analyst for factual projects.



N.E.W Pitch Winners 2018

After approximately 4 hours of deliberation the judging panel 
selected the N.E.W Pitch 2018 winners.

The winners are all female!

The WINNERS are:

Emily Cross
Part of the Pack

A short wildlife documentary that follows a pack of Wild 
Dogs, where we get to uncover the challenges they are up 

against.

Londiwe Shange
Toxic Relations

In Durban South Basin, residents face a battle for their health 
as they are threatened by toxic chemicals in the area. Will 

they choose to fight or flight?

Tessa Barlin
Becoming One

Becoming One explores how emerging black mentors inspire 
young South Africans to fall in love with nature and wildlife 

through photography.

Jessica Singh
Epic Encounters

Saving the world’s most deadly, most feared and most 
misunderstood creatures is not a job that many would be 
willing to consider, let alone embark on.  We follow my

journey with a snake wrangler as I try to overcome my fears.

The N.E.W Pitch winners will be mentored by
Peter Lamberti (Award-winning legendary natural 

history filmmaker), Thando Shozi- Malanga (Head of 
Factual, SABC) & Charlie Luckock (Producer & Director,

Off The Fence, SA).

Production of the winning films are funded by the
National Film & Video Foundation,

KwaZulu-Natal Film Commission and
EDTEA Youth Desk.



09 BREAKFASTS

NEWF 2018 opened with a Media and Stakeholder Breakfast held in The NEWF Boma at the Durban
Botanic Gardens.  The Opening Speech was delivered by Mr. Shadrack Bokaba (National Film and Video Foundation, 

Actong CEO)  and attendees were welcomed by NEWF Programmes Director, Noel Kok. 

Media & Stakeholder Breakfast

NFVF Breakfast
“What makes us Human and what 

dehumanises us,  for indeed we are complicated, 
nature makes us human again”.

A powerful key-note address delivered on the 
second morning of NEWF 2018 by

Dr. Hector Magome (Board Member and 
Chairperson of the Conservation 

Sub-Committee, North West Parks Board) left 
attendees in awe of his thought provoking 

presentation  



OPENING NIGHT 10 Film & Fashion Show

“The most important film of our time.”
- Sir David Attenborough

A Plastic Ocean
documents the newest science, proving how plastics, once 

they enter the oceans, break up into small
particulates that enter the food chain where they attract 

toxins like a magnet. These toxins are stored in
seafood’s fatty tissues, and are eventually consumed by us.

A PLASTIC OCEAN

WE NEED A WAVE OF CHANGE

Day 1 of NEWF 2018 ended with a screening of the multi award-winning film “A Plastic Ocean” and was followed by 
a Fashion Show hosted by the KwaZulu-Natal Fashion Council.  The Opening Night event was held at the Durban Bo-
tanic Gardens and funded by the Ethekwini Municipality’s Parks, Recreation & Culture Unit. Speeches were delivered 

by Mr. Thembinkosi  Ngcobo (Head of Ethekwini Municipality, Parks,
Recreation and Culture Unit) and Mr. Shadrack Bokaba (Acting CEO of the National Film and Video Foundation).



11 N.E.W PITCH
FILM PREMIEREWINNERS 

2017 

At the inaugural NEWF Congress in 2017, 4 
filmmakers were each awarded R 50 000 to produce a 
short nature, envionment or wildlife film.   Set against 

against the backdrop of the ocean and under the night 
sky, 2 of the N.E.W Pitch Winners of 2017 held their 
Film Premiere at The Joint restaurant along Durban’s 

beach promenade.  This event was funded by the 
KwaZulu-Natal Film Commision and served as the 

launch of NEWF Community Cinema.  

The event was opened with an address by 
KwaZuluNatal Film Commission CFO, Kealeboga

Bogatsu and followed by Guest Speaker and 
legendary African Storyteller, Gcina Mhlophe, who 

transported guests into the world of her story.  Blown 
away by her enerygy and presence there was no better 

way to set the tone for this unforgettable evening.
  

“The River Gives”, produced by the Enviro Champs 
and “Seeking Giants” produced by Fidel Tshivhasa
inspired and challenged audiences about what it 

means to be a conservationist and a young filmmaker 
today.  Many were brought to tears by these two
powerful films produced by first time filmmakers.

Shivan Parusnath, enticed the audience and left them 
wanting more with the screening of his trailer on 

 the Illegal Reptile Trade. 

To watch the films click here:
The River Gives:  https://youtu.be/kJRy-5KxDJg
Seeking Giants:  https://youtu.be/ZH8KeqOf25c

These films will form part 
of NEWF Community 

Cinema Screenings - A 
mobile pop up cinema 
targeted at local com-

munity film focus groups 
creating an awareness 
of the natural world, its 
challenges, unlocking 
African perspectives 

inspiring conservation 
action and discovering 

filmmakers.





12 CLOSING NIGHT
The NEWF Closing Night and 2018 N.E.W Pitch Awards 

was held at the Durban Undersea Club and made
possible by Grindrod Bank and WildTrust.

Celebrated in true South African style with a braai, the 
event proved to be the perfect end to what was a

successful NEWF 2018.

The Key Note Address was presented by
KwaZulu-Natal MEC for Finance, Belinda Scott.

Other highlights included a North West Parks Board 
Audience award for the best N.E.W Pitch, awarded to 
Emily Cross, as well as an announcement by the SABC 
and 50I50 to support and mentor 4 of the N.E.W Pitch 

finalists who did not form part of the final 4 N.E.W Pitch 
winners.





13 JACKSON HOLE
PARTNERSHIP
WILDLIFE FILM FESTIVAL

The Jackson Hole Wildlife Film Festival and Conservation Summit represented by Executive Director, Lisa Samford, 
attended and participated in NEWF this year, which resulted in one of the most exciting outcomes from the second 

edition of the Nature, Environment and Wildlife Filmmakers Congress (NEWF) which took place at the 
Durban Botanic Gardens from 16 – 18 July, 2018.  At the begginning of 2018 the board of the Jackson Hole Wildlife 

Film Festival decided to embark on a global impact initiative to strategically launch globally a few targeted
“Sister Festival” partnerships.

 
At the Simon Sabela Awards the intention to forge a MoU with NEWF was announced by Lisa Samford to enable the 

two forums to work together, share resources and collaborate on projects going forward. The MoU is in the process of 
being formalised. 

“Sustainable development anchored on responsible stewardship of the amazing landscapes we inhabit and the 
creatures we share them with, benefits us all, with economic and social benefits extending well beyond tourism, arts 

and culture sectors “, described Samford.
“We are looking into international models of best practise to set up a functional sister-relationship which enables 
both Jackson Hole and NEWF to most effectively share our core values and celebrate out natural world through

media,” says Noel Kok, Founder and Programme Director of NEWF. 

Kok representing NEWF, attended Jackson Hole last year. The Nature, Environment and Wildlife Filmmakers
Congress is designed for passionate filmmakers around the world to forge new relationships, build on those already 
formed, innovate and move towards further development in natural history and conservation content creation, using 
Africa as the key landmark. Africa is home to a myriad natural, environmental and wildlife projects which would make 

for excellent media content. Jackson Hole epitomises quality, experience and integrity and have a great legacy of 
conservation and brilliant storytelling – so we would be delighted and honoured to work alongside them,” he added.     

“Jackson Hole has over 25 years of experience in the industry and has a respected global reach and is a meeting 
place of major media makers working specifically in creating projects about the natural world.  It would be beneficial 

for them to be able to access valuable material and good content from throughout Africa and NEWF could play a 
meaningful role in helping to facilitate that process. NEWF would be well placed to service those relationships going 
forward. “As humans inhabiting a fragile planet, the stories we tell connect us to each other, and to the natural world 
we share.  We are eager to create global collaborations that amplify and elevate  Africa’s unique stories and voices to 

global platforms”, said Samford. 

A further important development of this collaboration will be the curating of a “wild strand” programme of Jackson 
Hole’s top international award winning science and nature films to be screened as part of a film competition which 

would further add to the city’s nationwide midyear extensive focus on film.
The screening of these films fit perfectly into the vision and will further enhance the community outreach objectives of 

both the NEWF Community Cinema and Jackson Hole Wild on Tour programmes said Noel Kok. 

“Together we hope to continue to inspire filmmakers the world over to 
bring life to their stories, raise awareness around the pressing issues 

faced by our nature, environment and wildlife and celebrate our binding 
connections through our connection to the natural world”.



14 LEGACY PROJECT
DURBAN BOTANIC GARDENS

To celebrate the legacy of our founding father Nelson Mandela,  NEWF in partnership with Ethekweni Municipality 
and the Botanic Gardens Trust planted a tree in his honour. The ceremony was supported by the entire International 

NEWF delegation as well as the board of the North West Parks Board.

Nelson Mandela Day



15 EXPEDITION
NEWF2018 INTERNATIONAL GUESTS

After the #CONNECTED 3-day congress, NEWF in partnership with iSimangaliso Wetland Park and 
WILDTRUST took 10 international guests on an expedition to discover Northern KwaZulu-Natal.  With the weather 

just perfect, the experience began with Humpback Whale watching in St. Lucia within iSimangaliso
Wetland Park.  Guests were left in awe as Humpback Whales teased and enticed.  This was followed by a journey 

further north through the iSimangaliso Western Shores in preparation for the next days activities.  Dr. Andrew Venter 
of WILDTRUST in partnership with Project Rhino KZN afforded our guests an opportunity of a lifetime - the

darting and dehorning of Rhino within Somkhanda Game Reserve.  An effort to curb poaching, the 
unforgettable experience was heightened by the world-class team darting and dehorning a 

White Rhino mother and calf followed by a Black Rhino. Left emotional and proud to witness this 
life-changing experience the crew headed to the Project Rhino KZN offices to experience and enjoy the
Anti-poaching Dog Unit in action. Back on the road, in St Lucia a guided night drive through the

Eastern Shores awaited. The next morning with one last surprise on hand, the iSimangaliso team treated guests 
to a boat cruise along the St Lucia Estuary to experience Hippo and Crocodile in their natural habitats.







16 FEEDBACK
Panelist & Speaker Feedback

“New perspectives, great networking, meeting like-minded people”.
“A big thank you for inviting me down for NEWF and also a huge congratulations on a job very well done. All the 

hard work and effort you guys put into the event made it truly intimate and special and you could feel your warmth 
and energy throughout! I really can see NEWF going from strength to strength each year under your guidance”.

- Jahawi Bertolli, Africa Underwater, Kenyan Filmmaker

“Africa has some real success stories. There’s a powerful energy found in the collaboration across the event that will 
drive change”.

- Hilary Sparrow, Executive Communications, XBOX

“NEWF delivered big time on Africa’s need for a conference platform that creates community and shares expertise”.
- Peter Hamilton, DocumumentaryBusiness.com

 “I was inspired to play a role”. 
- Leo Manne, Trace TV

“Africans are ready to tell African stories for an African audience and the rest of the world”.
“It was a real honour to be an integral part of NEWF and to be able to contribute to the fantastic movement that 

you are building. Your hard work, professionalism, openness to news ideas, outside the box thinking, positivity and 
obvious, genuine love and care for Nature, the Environment and Wildlife are what made this gathering of likeminded 

people so special”.
 - Ludo Dufour, Managing Director, Off The Fence

 
“A group of like minded people brainstorming relevant and import issues.  I have a warm fuzzy feeling of open heart-

ed connections with a new tribe of magnificent people.”.
- Karin Slater, Indelight, Filmmaker

“In a world that desperately needs them, I was inspired by the range and depth of the stories ”.
-  Lisa Samford, Executive Director, Jackson Hole WILD

“You have no idea what NEWF has done for me. It has given me a whole new perspective on conservation. And 
awareness Filmmaking at large. Re-ignited my love for nature. Thank you for having me”. 

- Seya Fundafunda, Musician & Filmmaker, Zambia 

“We have loved being part of every minute of the NEWF journey and believe our paths crossed because you are 
equally passionate about helping others and the environment”.
- Lauren Van Nijkerk, Deputy Director of Marketing, WILDTRUST

“I hope that Khetha will be able to continue to participate in NEWF as I believe we and our partners will have great 
stories to tell every year”.

- Lara Rall, WWF SA

“Thank you for the opportunity to be apart of such an amazing event. I’m already looking forward to attending again 
next year! The congress was hugely inspiring and I wish you all nothing but the best, Thank you!”.

- Moses Tau, DOP, Off The Fence Cape Town



Delegate Feedback
“I found where my end goal is. Although I am in the film industry - I learnt very quickly that wildlife and

environmental film is where I want to go”.

“Made great face to face contacts, and found most of the conversation relevant and about time”!

“NEWF delivered big time on Africa’s need for a conference platform that creates community and shares expertise”.

 “I was inspired to play a role”. 

“I was very much encouraged by the amount of talented, dedicated people working in environmental conservation, 
science and communication. We have all the talent! The NEWF congress, brilliantly guided by Pragna and Noel, is a 

great space to interweave all these skills and passion”.

“It was really interesting for me to see the number of relevant people both in the field of film and environment 
coming together for a common goal. The most interesting was finding out more about the film world as I’m from the 

other side”.

“Incredible mix of storytellers and scientists -- really a fantastic event”.

“Accessible introductions to a diverse group of established and successful wildlife film and Tv industry leaders, info 
and skill sharing that was not only engaging but applicative and practical, provocative storytelling from an inspired 

group of ‘heavy weights’, ‘emerging stars’ and impressive scientists and conservationists”. 

“Conservation filmmaking is a growing community within South Africa and there are lots of opportunities and
platforms to engage”.

“The networking and meeting of like-minded professionals, a platform to find solution to nature and wildlife
challenges, a shared love for nature, wildlife and the power of film”.

“The youth has voice that not only impacts them but their communities as well. Nature and must be always looked as 
that need each other function to its greatest potential”.

“Conservation is not so out of reach. Start where you are and participate in the conversations... just start!”

“This was one of the most incredible experiences. The way it was run was exceptional. Thank you so much for making 
NEWF such a wonderful congress to attend”.

“I felt strongly that I felt part of a wider family connected by nature, environment and wildlife. It felt comfortable and 
warm and communication between delegates was amazing as we were all wanting the same thing. I made friends for 

life”.

A brilliantly curated three days with a wide variety of topics seamlessly interwoven with sensitivity and genuine
interest in sharing knowledge and environmental community building. 

It’s been one of the best local festivals we’ve funded and had the opportunity to attend. - Ntuthuko Mageba, NFVF

NEWF is Powerful, it changes mindset in a short period of time that is spent, so inspiring.

“This Congress and the people I met was a stand-out experience for me and I will remember it for a long time to 
come”.

“It was just Epic”.

“The only event I’ve ever been sad to leave”. - Doug Turvey, WildEarth TV

#CONNECTED
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Media & Publicity

- SA FM
- Durban Youth Radio
- Metro FM

Through a partnership with publicists, Publicity Matters, NEWF was able to to deliver a successful media and publicity 
campaign that resonated across South Africa, into Africa and over seas.  

A fully comprehensive list will be compiled through media monitoring.

- SABC 2 Morning Live
- 50 | 50, SABC 2 

- The Daily News
- The Berea Mail
- The Independent on Saturday
- Cape Times
- Sunday Tribune
- The Bugle
- The Callsheet Magazine
- The Post
- The Daily Mail

- DocumentaryTelevision.Com
- LinkedIn
- Guerilla Film
- Wildlife Direct
- Traveller 24
- Durban Botanic Gardens Events
- Bizcommunity
- The Daily News Online
- The Berea Mail Online
- The Independent on Saturday Online
- Cape Times Online
- Sunday Tribune Online
- The Post Online
- The Bugle Online
- The Callsheet Magazine Online
- Screen Africa Online
- Publicity Matters
- ilovedurban.com
- @RubyGal02 Blog
- NFVF Website
- Get It Magazine Online
- Grindrod Bank Website
- FilmContact
- Meader Chronicle
- Tabloid Media Online
- Eyewitness News
- Green Times
- Africa Reviews
- Roving Reporters Online
- WildTrust Website
- Zoom In
- Business Day Online

RADIO

TELEVISION

PRINT

ONLINE
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T
he time is now for Africa 

to tell Africa’s stories and 

to take responsibility for 

what’s happening with 

our heritage and our identity - 

and what better medium to do 

this than TV and film to inspire 

millions across continents...” 

said Dr Paula Kahumbu during 

her opening keynote address at 

the second NEWF (The Nature 

Environment and Wildlife 

Filmmakers Congress) held at the 

Durban Botanic Gardens in July 

during which experienced and 

first time enviro-documentary 

makers spent three full days 

networking and sharing ideas.

Dr Kahumbu is the CEO of 

proactive Kenyan conservation 

organisation Wildlife Direct 

which spearheads the public 

awareness campaign to address 

the elephant poaching crisis. 

“We have to attempt to change 

the narrative. We need to share 

our stories, and use these to 

inspire others.  We have created 

our own 60-episode TV series 

which is screened weekly. 40% of 

Kenyans have seen our show and 

for 29% of Kenyans, this series 

is their primary source of wildlife 

knowledge,” she explained. 

 “We need to lobby jointly 

to support established and new 

shows. We are stronger if we 

work together – even across 

borders. Together we can 

save Africa’s wildlife for all of 

Africa,” concluded Kahumbu.

The storytelling theme 

was picked up again by Dustin 

Renwick – the programme officer 

for storytelling grant at National 

Geographic Society. “Storytelling 

helps us to understand the world 

and inspires us to help to protect 

it,” he said. Renwick gave pointers 

when applying to Nat Geo for 

storytelling grant submissions. 

Peter Hamilton from 

Documentary Television.com 

spoke about the changing face 

of video and film consumption:  

the shift from cable and satellite 

to transactional, online and 

streaming facilities. He also 

spoke about the business of 

documentaries and unscripted 

films and the changing financial 

models and its implications on 

the revenue of filmmakers. 

Ahead of the NEWF 

congress, Renwick and 

Hamilton also groomed and 

mentored the finalists of the 

2018 N.E.W Pitch, a category 

of the NEWF Development 

Fund, which is dedicated to 

discovering the next generation 

of nature, environment, wildlife 

and adventure filmmakers 

and providing them with 

pitching experience and 

the opportunity to win a 

production grant to produce 

a short documentary film. 

NEWF Founder and 

Programme Director Noel Kok is 

thrilled that NEWF is proving to 

be an important forum dedicated 

to promoting films that matter.  

Kok was delighted with the 

calibre of presenters again this 

year. More than 30 expert global 

speakers from South Africa, 

Kenya, France, America, Zambia, 

and Mozambique participated 

in lively and worthwhile 

discussions and presentations 

that spoke to the broad themes 

of Beyond the Technical; New 

Perspectives; Case Studies 

and Under the Baobab tree. 

 “The Nature, Environment 

and Wildlife Filmmakers 

Congress delivered in its vision 

as a platform for passionate 

filmmakers around the world 

to forge new relationships, 

build on those already formed, 

innovate and move towards 

further development in natural 

history and conservation 

content creation, using Africa 

as the key landmark. 

“For three days, NEWF 

created a path to conservation 

through film by providing a 

platform for delegates to engage, 

network and contribute to the 

industry. NEWF 2018 offered 

topics to inspire story and 

spark lively and robust debate, 

informative panel sessions, 

case studies and interactive 

demonstrations and to this end, 

an array of keynote speakers, 

industry leaders and special 

guests gave amazing inputs. 

NEWF is positioning itself as 

Africa’s premier destination 

for the convergence of 

nature, environment, wildlife 

and adventure conservation 

filmmakers, scientists, 

conservationists and broadcast 

media. Two years into this journey, 

we are optimistic that we are on 

the right track!” Kok enthused.

CONTACT DETAILS

Cell: +27 64 294 0669

WhatsApp: +27 64 294 0669

Email: info@newf.co.za

Website: www.newf.co.z
a

NEWF NATURE, ENVIRONMENT 

& WILDLIFE FILMMAKERS CONGRESS

Pictured during a session on Filmmaking Driving Social Change: Jolynn Minnaar; Lisa Samford; Dr Paula 

Kahumbu and Hilary Sparrow.

STORYTELLING HELPS 

US TO UNDERSTAND 

THE WORLD AND 

INSPIRES US TO HELP 

TO PROTECT IT. 

“

WATCH THE 50|50 EPISODE HERE:
https://youtu.be/52a1ENSUFHs

READ ARTICLES BELOW:
- Hilary Sparrow’s “How a hitchhiker changed my life”
- Peter Hamilton’s “NEWF: Takeaways from an excellent week in Durban” 
(Reach:  Sent out to a database of over 20 000 industry roleplayers).
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Noel Kok, Hilary Sparrow and Pragna Parsotam-Kok at the Nature, Environment, Wildlife Film (NEWF) Congress in Durban, South
Africa

How a Hitchhiker Changed My Life
Published on August 2, 2018

Hilary Sparrow
Senior Executive Producer at Microsoft
1 article

27 7 5

Sometimes serendipity opens doors you never even knew were there.

I met Noel Kok at the Jackson, WY airport last September. I was eavesdropping on a phone
conversation between Noel, his wife and kids. He let them know he’d safely landed after a
long journey and would now find a taxi to the Jackson Hole Wildlife Film Festival about an
hour north of the airport.

I had a rental car and was heading that direction and I figured wife, kids, foreign accent,
what could possibly go wrong?

As fate would have it, turns out my hitchhiker is a visionary and the Congress he’s building
year-by-year in Durban South Africa is the most powerful, creative and impactful
collaboration between filmmakers and conservationists I’ve had the pleasure of
experiencing.

South African Noel Kok and his partner Pragna Parsotam-Kok founded the Nature,
Environment and Wildlife Film Congress (NEWF) to celebrate African science, tell African
stories and cultivate the modern African storyteller & natural history filmmaker.

In its 2nd year, this fledgling festival is breaking molds about what it means to be both a
filmmaker and a conservationist in Africa. And during some of the seven most incredible
days of my life, here are four takeaways from NEWF that will really stick with me. 

 Following
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1.      I heard Africans pitying Americans. Sometimes Americans assume everyone wants
to move to the US if given the chance. But I heard Africans celebrating their continent and
pitying Americans. They pitied our lack of nature and connection to the natural
environment. In Africa, indoors is a place to sleep, cook and maybe relax a bit. Outdoors is
the place to live, to socialize and to experience the world. Africans suspect Americans are
far removed from their natural environment and for many of us, they are right. At NEWF,
African’s deep connection to the natural environment is honored and celebrated.

2.      Culture is Africa. As a Southerner, I thought I knew what it meant to be connected to
a culture, but I’ve never experienced anything as powerful as African culture. All the
Africans I met repeatedly referenced their culture as their guiding force. It felt like a steady
connection across time and generations as well as across community. I observed culture
steering choices, providing moral guidance and a deep grounding and sense of duty. At
NEWF, cultures from across Africa are represented and honored. As NEWF cultivates more
African filmmakers, I believe the power of African culture will weave its way into their
storytelling and onto our screens.

3.      Locals know their conservation solutions best. I have studied and researched the
complicated dynamics of poaching and have been working for many years on powerful films
& social impact campaigns like Racing Extinction and Naledi: One Little Elephant crafted to
inspire action and save species. But being in Africa, I realized how much of this we did in a
vacuum. I met people like Paula Kahumbu, CEO of Wildlife Direct in Kenya, Andrew
Venter CEO of WildTrust in South Africa and Luwi Nguluka who fights wildlife crime in
Zambia and I realized these are the experts who know and live the nuance and vast
complexity of the issues. These are the people we should be funding to drive change. At
NEWF you’ll hear the best local stories and solutions from people on the ground driving
change.

4.      Africa has many successes to celebrate. Westerners are inundated with negative
stories about Africa. In the last 20 years, the humpback whale population migrating from
Antarctica along the Western coast of Africa rebounded to 15,000 whales thanks to global
action and collaboration against whaling countries. In the last year, some of Southern
Africa’s parks have reduced rhino poaching by nearly half. Corridors are being connected
across Africa – so animals can roam as they need. One of the most popular NEWF panels
featured 4 African female scientists working across Africa. Success stories abound, they just
aren’t being told. As NEWF cultivates the next generation of African filmmakers, this will
change.

I’m honored that Noel and Pragna invited me to join the advisory board of NEWF and I’m
thrilled to continue working in that capacity. And in my advisory capacity, I’ll offer advice
to all of you, which is just GO to NEWF. It will change your perception of what you think
you know. http://www.newf.co.za/
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 NEWF: Peter’s Takeaways from an Excellent
Week in Durban

The 2nd addition of the Nature, Environment & Wildlife Film Congress was definitely a peak experience
among the scores of conferences that I have attended over five decades.

Africa!

In Durban, we felt Africa’s resurgence. Big time.

Mandela

Science Meets Filmmaking

DocumentaryBusiness.com
Peter Hamilton Consultants, Inc

Amazing, youthful talent.

Exciting projects.

Eagerness to learn from industry veterans including Off The Fence, Earth Touch, Scorpion TV, Wild
Bear and others.

The Africans’ sharing of ideas across multiple cultures and disciplines.
This took me back to the ‘Seventies when Australians tossed away decades of “Cringe” before British and
American cultures.

Or New York in 1980 as the “Indie Film” movement went “Off-Hollywood”.

SABC, NFVF and other local buyers and funders were a strong presence.

Mandela’s 100th birthday was celebrated as NEWF opened.

His fearlessness inspires us to overcome even our most brutal personal and collective histories.
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Poaching & Extinctions

It was one of the highest-rated panels when four scientists shared their challenges and progress.

From left, Phindile Xulu, Tembisa Jordaan, Samukelisiwe Mnguni, Luwi Nguluka with moderator Yolanda
Mogatusi

WildTrust is South Africa’s largest conservation organization and a lead sponsor of NEWF.

CEO Andrew Venter and Paula Kahumbu, CEO of Kenya’s Wildlife Direct sparked days of intense
conversation about anti-poaching strategies.

Dr Venter later led several guests to witness an unforgettable rhino de-horning operation.

NEWF highlighted the energy, intellect and organization required to reverse our era of extinctions.
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Anesthetized Rhino calf preparing to be painlessly de-horned, Somkhanda Game Reserve, KZN. Hosts: Wildlands
Trust  

Expose the Buyers!

There are two sides to the illegal trade in animal parts that kills rhinos and other creatures:
Supply Side
African poachers, middlemen and corrupt officials.

Buy Side
Chinese and Vietnamese dealers in rhino horn and other products, their consumers, and the
governments that protect this giant market.

Kenya-based documentary producer Karl Ammann has invested years on his compelling investigation of the
Buyers.

He is determined to expose how China hosts and tolerates this disgusting trade.

In his panel with South Africa’s award-winning investigative journalist Julie Laurenz, Ammann argued that
Beijing can be shamed by a Western campaign into suppressing the trade.

I am in 100% agreement.
We need to continue to make great films about anti-poaching and conservation measures,

AND balance that effort by relentlessly exposing the Chinese ruling party’s culture of tolerance of the
trade.

I’ll be sharing much more about exposing the BUY Side in future posts. Contact me if you have ideas.
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N.E.W. Pitch Finalists

Yolanda Mogatusi led a terrific all-day strategic workshop for the finalists in the N.E.W. Pitch Competition.

That’s Yolanda in the white sweater to my right. And on my left, our fellow pitch coach, Nat Geo Society‘s
story-teller Dustin Renwick.

Finalists were: Londiwe Shange from KZN with “Toxic Relations” about life in the South Durban basin; Myles
Arendse from Western Cape with “The Eco Brick” which will help us re-evaluate our relationship with trash;
Jessica Singh from KZN with “Epic Encounters” looking at saving Africa’s deadliest snakes; Liana Hassim from
KZN with “Vida” a homeless woman representing Mother Earth and the challenges she faces; Surprise Matlaila
from Limpopo with “Silent Victims” looking at the poaching of African vultures; Tessa Barlin from Western Cape
with “Becoming One” a story about Lucky Mahlatsi Rapitsi who empowers rural children through nature and
wildlife photography; Emily Cross from KZN with “Part of the Pack” about the African Wild Dog; Tumo Maokisa
from Botswana with “When We Worked Away” about sustainable organic farming; and Brian Khawula from KZN
with“Umelusi” about lessons learned from a rural cattle herder.
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N.E.W. Pitch winners, judges and NEWF founders.   

Thanks!

That’s Noel Kok and his partner Pragna Parsotam-Kok, founders of the runaway hit NEWF: Nature,
Environment & Wildlife Film Congress. 

Many thanks for inviting me to join the band.
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 Africa Commissioning Process Conferences & Markets Distribution Panels Pitching

PETER HAMILTON CONSULTANTS

I work with channels, governments, non-profits, investors and producers on their business development projects. My
clients since 1987 have included CBS, NBC, Discovery, A+E Networks, Scripps, Nat Geo, Smithsonian, BBC, Canal+
and Singapore's IMDA. My credits include productions with Bill Gates and David Attenborough. Peter Hamilton
Consultants, Inc. is based in New York.

STRATEGIC CONSULTING SERVICES

1
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18 THE END
The Nature, Environment and Wildlife Filmmakers Congress is an annual gathering 

designed for passionate, like-minded yet original filmmakers around the world to forge new relationships, build on 
those already formed, innovate and move towards further development in natural history content creation using Africa 

as the keylandmark.

The NEWF Congress further aims to inspire African filmmakers to bring life to their stories through film, the
celebrations, binding connections and plight of our nature, environment and wildlife and ultimately distribute these 

stories to film festivals and broadcasters world over.

NEWF 2018 proved to be a resounding success and we look forward to building upon the growth in our first two years 
and creating and sustaining a platform that continues to inspire, challenge, develop and transform. 

NEWF would like to thank their funders and sponsors for making the event possible, partcularly our key funder, the 
Natiional Film and Video Foundation.

Pragna Parsotam-Kok
+27 76 299 11639
pragna@newf.co.za

Noel Kok 
+ 27 72 253 7264
noel@newf.co.za

www.newf.co.za newfcongress newfcongress@newfcongress

CONGRESS DIRECTOR PROGRAMMES DIRECTOR

CONTACT

OF #NEWF2018


